This study examines the potential of open geodata sets and multitemporal Landsat satellite data as the basis for the automated generation of land use and land cover (LU/LC) information at large scales. In total, six openly available pan-European geodata sets, i.e., CORINE, Natura 2000, Riparian Zones, Urban Atlas, OpenStreetMap, and LUCAS in combination with about 1500 Landsat-7/8 scenes were used to generate land use and land cover information for three large-scale focus regions in Europe using the TimeTools processing framework. This fully automated preprocessing chain integrates data acquisition, radiometric, atmospheric and topographic correction, spectral-temporal feature extraction, as well as supervised classification based on a random forest classifier. In addition to the evaluation of the six different geodata sets and their combinations for automated training data generation, aspects such as spatial sampling strategies, inter and intraclass homogeneity of training data, as well as the effects of additional features, such as topography and texture metrics are evaluated. In particular, the CORINE data set showed, with up to 70% overall accuracy, high potential as a source for deriving dominant LU/LC information with minimal manual effort. The intraclass homogeneity within the training data set was of central relevance for improving the quality of the results. The high potential of the proposed approach was corroborated through a comparison with two similar LU/LC data sets, i.e., GlobeLand30 and the Copernicus High Resolution Layers. While similar accuracy levels could be observed for the latter, for the former, accuracy was considerable lower by about 12-24%.
Introduction
Land is a limited resource. Particularly in Europe, land resources are scarce and as a result, conflicting land uses for settlement, production systems, and infrastructure arise. Information about land use and land cover (LU/LC) derived from satellite data is therefore becoming increasingly important for environmental monitoring to support decision-making and reporting processes [1] [2] [3] [4] .
In Europe, the free and open products and services that the Copernicus Land Monitoring Service of the European Commission provides, constitute an important source to facilitate the sustainable management of the land and its usage [5, 6] . However, the Copernicus products are generated based on a large amount of prior knowledge and manual interaction, such as on-screen digitization and comprehensive manual postediting; therefore, they are only updated in relatively coarse time intervals of several years. In this study, three focus areas were selected ( Figure 1 ). The northern study area (approximately 182,000 km²) is located at the North Sea and the Baltic Sea and covers the coastal zone of Germany, the Netherlands, and partly Belgium as well as Denmark. For simplification, this study area is hereinafter referred to as 'Germany'. Facing the Atlantic Ocean, the second study area (approximately 150,000 km²), 'Portugal', covers almost the entire territory of Portugal and the autonomous community of Galicia in Spain. The third study area (approximately 156,000 km²), 'Italy', is composed of coastal zones located in the Mediterranean Sea, in particular the Adriatic Sea. The largest part is represented by a section of the eastern coastal zone of Italy, but also parts of Slovenia, Croatia, and Austria are involved. The selection of these three study areas is motivated by preferably diverse characteristics of the study regions to test the potential of the LU/LC classification in different coastal landscapes and climates.
Data Basis

Satellite Data
For this study, we acquired all Level 1 (L1T) terrain-corrected Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 scenes with their associated enhanced thematic mapper plus (ETM+) sensor, operational land imager (OLI), and thermal infrared sensor (TIRS) having not more than 60% cloud cover and an acquisition date between December 1, 2013 and November 30, 2014 . In total, 511 scenes for Germany, 442 for Portugal, and 574 scenes for Italy met the criteria for a total of 30 Landsat WRS-2 path/rows intersecting the three study regions. In total 1527 Landsat scenes were acquired and stored on a local machine to be further processed with the TimeTools framework [10] .
Furthermore, Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation data, available at a spatial resolution of 1 arc-second corresponding to approximately 30 m was acquired for the study regions [11] . Overview of the three selected study areas in Europe with 'Germany' in the north, 'Portugal' in the west, and 'Italy' in the south.
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Data Basis
Satellite Data
For this study, we acquired all Level 1 (L1T) terrain-corrected Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 scenes with their associated enhanced thematic mapper plus (ETM+) sensor, operational land imager (OLI), and thermal infrared sensor (TIRS) having not more than 60% cloud cover and an acquisition date between 1 December 2013 and 30 November 2014. In total, 511 scenes for Germany, 442 for Portugal, and 574 scenes for Italy met the criteria for a total of 30 Landsat WRS-2 path/rows intersecting the three study regions. In total 1527 Landsat scenes were acquired and stored on a local machine to be further processed with the TimeTools framework [10] .
Furthermore, Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation data, available at a spatial resolution of 1 arc-second corresponding to approximately 30 m was acquired for the study regions [11] .
Land Use and Land Cover Data as Training and Reference Data Sets
Altogether, six different data sets were tested for collecting reference data with respect to pan-European applicability (Figure 2 ), which are briefly introduced in the following section:
•
The coordination of information on the environment (CORINE) program of the European Commission seeks to gather information on the state of the environment and is responsible for the coordination of this compilation within the Member States or likewise at an international level. This standardization ensures compatibility of data and results in a homogeneous pan-European wall-to-wall data set containing information about land cover and land use, hereinafter referred to as the CORINE Land Cover (CLC) data set. Initiated in 1985 and produced by the European Environment Agency, the program published its first inventory in 1990 [12, 13] . Updates followed in the years 2000, 2006, and latest 2012, constantly extending the area covered, peaking in 39 involved EEA Member States and a total area of 5.8 million km 2 [14] . Some parameters were kept unmodified in all CORINE land cover versions comprising the minimum mapping unit (MMU) of 25 hectares, the minimum mapping width (MMW) of 100 m for linear objects, and the working scale of 1:100,000 or the three-level land cover nomenclature containing a total of 44 individual classes. Later versions also take more recent satellite images into account and computer-assisted photo-interpretation as well as semiautomated approaches to reduce labor-intensive photo-interpretation. Apart from SPOT-4/5 data (2006), further optical and near infrared satellite images, such as Landsat-7's ETM (2000), IRS P6's sensor LISS III (2006 and 2012), and RapidEye (2012) were also used [12] .
•
The Land Use and Coverage Area frame Survey (LUCAS) under the responsibility of EUROSTAT, the statistical office of the European Commission [15] , is another European initiative related to land use and land cover inventory. LUCAS surveys are carried out every three years since 2006, and the latest published LUCAS survey dates from 2018 and comprises more than 330,000 collected sample points all over the 28 EU countries. The points are empirically registered in the field (in situ) and selected from a total of 1,100,000 points, distributed among the EU territory in a regular 2 km sampling grid. An MMU is not applicable. Instead, the surveyed point is defined as a circle with a radius of 1.5 m. Though, in specific cases, e.g., for nonhomogeneous classes, an extended observation area with a radius of 20 m around the actual point can be considered [16] [17] [18] .
The classification system is subdivided into eight main land cover categories, comprising 84 subclasses and another 14 main categories describing land use, which are likewise segmented into 33 subcategories [13, 15, 19] .
The Natura 2000 (NK2) data set only represents land cover and land use within selected Natura 2000 sites plus a surrounding buffer zone of 2 km and is therefore not a seamless wall-to-wall data set. The project was initiated by EEA and first published in 2006, an updated version was published for 2012 and covers 28 Member States. The underlying idea was to enhance support of biodiversity monitoring. N2K targets are habitats and zones valuable for endangered species and aims to stop the decline of these substantial areas. Customized to the needs of surveying and assessment of ecosystems and their services, an MMU of 0.5 ha and an MMW of 10 m is used. The four-level nomenclature consists of 62 classes and is based on main features of the already existing Mapping and Assessment of Ecosystems and their Services (MAES) typology combined with that of CLC. Especially level four meets the project specific requirements of N2K definitions. The total N2K area of interest aggregates to 160,444 km 2 . Along with very high resolution (VHR) SPOT-5 and SPOT-6 data, features of CLC, the European Urban Atlas (UA), Forest HRL, and additional reference and in situ data at country scale also serve as data for the classification [20] . • Riparian Zones (RPZ) also provide LU/LC information for selected regions, thereby focusing on European rivers and adjacent buffer zones [17] . Riparian Zones are defined as the interface or transition zone between contiguous terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, like rivers, streams, lakes, or even the sea [21] . Only rivers starting with a Strahler level of three are considered and buffer zones are adapted according to this level. The data set was also initiated by EEA and published in 2012 with a total coverage of approximately 525,000 km 2 distributed in 39 Member States. An MMU of 0.5 ha and an MMW of 10 m is used, and accordingly the four-level nomenclature is referred to MAES and CORINE albeit containing 80 classes in this case. The main data sources are VHR SPOT-5 and SPOT-6 satellite data augmented by UA, HRL Imperviousness Degree and Tree Cover Density, CLC, Landsat-5/8, and N2K, amongst others.
The European Urban Atlas (UA) is a local data set of the Copernicus land monitoring services and is supported by the European Space Agency (ESA) and the European Environment Agency (EEA). As its name implies, LU/LC is tailored to the needs of urban areas, which can be very fragmented and therefore, an MMU of 0.25 ha for urban classes and 1 ha for non-urban classes is used. The data set is produced for major agglomerations, more precisely for so-called functional urban areas (FUA) and first published in 2006, followed by an updated version in 2012 with further updates planned in five-year cycles. The latest version covers 697 FUA, which includes most cities and their commuting zone exceeding 50,000 inhabitants in 28 Member States. The nomenclature is based on CORINE and GMES Urban Services. UA contains 28 classes in a four-level nomenclature, of which 17 are urban, while 11 are rural. The data mainly consists of VHR SPOT-5 satellite images combined with additional navigation data.
The OpenStreetMap (OSM) project started in 2004 in London and can be considered as a product of the development of today's Web 2.0 that relies on a network of participating individuals that ties together the updating and exchanging of information [22] . Therefore, the integrity and coverage depends on the dedication of the people willing to map places and add information. User contribution is a core part of this crowdsourced project and given that anybody can edit OSM, rapid changes can be updated continuously. Hence, not only geographical trained persons, but rather amateurs can contribute to this patchwork project. With the collaboration of supporters, geographic information can be supplemented by ancillary information including names, cultural, or environmental information, which cannot be determined by remote sensing [23, 24] . For completion of the maps, GPS tracks, satellite imagery, out-of-copyright maps, and aerial imagery was used. Aside from individual user participation, the import of already available public domain geographical information plays a major role [25] . 
Methods
Preparation of Land Use and Land Cover Data Sets
The Copernicus data sets were downloaded from the Copernicus Land Monitoring website [29] in their latest versions, according to the respective pan-European or local categories. For all Copernicus data sets, the reference year is 2012, which can still be regarded as suitable for classification tasks based on satellite imagery ranging between 2013 and 2014. All products except the Copernicus HRLs were acquired in vector format. For RPZ, the data is partitioned in river catchments or regions. F i f t e e n of such regions were downloaded to cover the entire area of the study sites. The files for UA are separated in FUA, from which 59 were located at least partially in the study areas. Within OSM, every polygon feature is described by so-called tags that can be further specified by values. The user defined tags are grouped in several categories, from which only a selection was used in this study to keep the data volume manageable. The subset of tags used in this Additionally, two more complementary LU/LC data sets were used as the basis for a comparative analysis with the derived products from this study:
•
Four Copernicus high resolution layers belonging to the pan-European section of the Copernicus program each providing information on a single LU/LC type, namely imperviousness (ranging 0-100%), forest (no forest, broadleaved, or coniferous forest), wetlands (binary), and permanent water bodies (binary). The wall-to-wall layers are generated at 20 m spatial resolution and cover 39 EEA Member States (5.8 million km 2 ). The main data bases for the multispectral and object-oriented classification approach are multitemporal HR satellite imagery plus ancillary data Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2249 6 of 21 available (e.g., vegetation indices, biophysical parameters) [26] . The maps are semi automatically produced in a collaborative initiative between the EEA, industry, and the EEA Member States. • GlobeLand30-2010 (GL30) is a seamless LU/LC data set with a global coverage at 30 m spatial resolution, developed mainly from Landsat and Chinese Huanjing-1 (HJ-1) satellite imagery. Ten major LU/LC classes are labeled, which are cultivated land, forest, grassland, shrubland, wetland, water bodies, tundra, artificial surfaces, bare land, and permanent snow and ice. Classification was implemented through pixel-based classification with subsequent object filtering to reduce the salt and pepper phenomenon [27, 28] .
Methods
Preparation of Land Use and Land Cover Data Sets
The Copernicus data sets were downloaded from the Copernicus Land Monitoring website [29] in their latest versions, according to the respective pan-European or local categories. For all Copernicus data sets, the reference year is 2012, which can still be regarded as suitable for classification tasks based on satellite imagery ranging between 2013 and 2014. All products except the Copernicus HRLs were acquired in vector format. For RPZ, the data is partitioned in river catchments or regions. Fifteen of such regions were downloaded to cover the entire area of the study sites. The files for UA are separated in FUA, from which 59 were located at least partially in the study areas. Within OSM, every polygon feature is described by so-called tags that can be further specified by values. The user defined tags are grouped in several categories, from which only a selection was used in this study to keep the data volume manageable. The subset of tags used in this study includes land use, natural, water, and wetland, as they contain the required information to assign the polygons to their related class. OSM data required for the three study regions were downloaded for each country separately on 24 August 2016 in OSM-XML format from the Geofabrik website [30] . LUCAS data are only available as point data and were obtained from the Eurostat website [31]. The current version refers to the reference year of 2015 and hence, it represents the latest of all observed LU/LC data sets. Except for imperviousness, all HRLs were already available as 20 m binary maps. For imperviousness a proposed threshold of 30% was chosen to convert the density to a binary map (built-up/non-built-up) product [32] . GL30 is divided into 853 rectangular tiles, from which 11 were merged to a mosaic to cover the study areas. The data can be downloaded from the official website (http://glc30.tianditu.com/) and is available in raster format. All data sets were clipped to the study areas and were transformed to a consistent coordination system (ETRS-LCC).
A key challenge in terms of comparing different data sets is the variability evident in the nomenclature and definition of the diverse LU/LC classes. Therefore, harmonization of the different classification schemata is an inevitable requirement [33] . To support the matching of classes, currently existing comparisons of classification schemata were consulted and used as ancillary information. Batista e Silva et al. [34] combined CLC and UA in their study about a refined European LU/LC map and therefore, created a translation between these classifications. Estima and Painho [35] tried to find correspondence between CLC and OSM classes, while Büttner and Maucha [12] did the same for CLC and LUCAS in order to perform their accuracy assessment based on LUCAS. The six different classification systems of the data sets were compared and a selection of eleven classes was made, i.e., artificial, bare, cropland annual, cropland permanent, forest broadleaved, forest coniferous, forest mixed, shrubland/herbs, grassland, wetland, and water. A comprehensive overview of the grouping of subclasses of each data set can be seen in Appendix A. Only classes found in each of the six classification systems were considered. An exception is UA, for which no differentiation of the forest classes could be undertaken. Therefore, all forest polygons were assigned to forest mixed.
Classes with too heterogeneous features for the sensor applied, such as complex and heterogeneous agricultural areas, were omitted from the analysis. The same is true for classes that can only be labeled by knowing the respective land use, like sport and leisure facilities, urban green, or greenhouses. Furthermore, the classes glaciers and/or perpetual snow were regarded as irrelevant for our focus regions and hence, were also excluded. In the case of OSM, the OSM wiki was consulted to recognize the most important labels. A special entry in the wiki exists for values that are referring to respective CLC classes. This enhanced the matching of values and the classification scheme was further supplemented by values proposed by Estima and Painho [35] . Labels that were found in the OSM data, but not described in the wiki page were not included because of the uncertain definition.
Processing of Satellite Imagery
The well-known Fmask algorithm [36, 37] was applied to all images to create cloud and cloud-shadow masks. The digital numbers of the downloaded scenes were converted to surface reflectance and surface temperature with ATCOR3 [38] , which also includes a well-performing topographic correction procedure [39] . Based on the surface reflectance, we also computed the spectral indices, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), normalized difference buildup index (NDBI), normalized difference moisture index (NDMI), normalized difference water index (NDWI), the normalized burn ratio index (NBRI), and the normalized burn ratio 2 (NBR2). Finally, all layers were reprojected to the coordinate reference system ETRS89/ETRS-LCC and tiled into a uniform and regular grid of 50 km × 50 km for subsequent per pixel-based intra-annual time series processing. From all clear (cloud/cloud-shadow free) observations, we derived spatially contiguous spectral-temporal metrics at pixel level [10, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . Therefore, for each 50 km × 50 km tile, multitemporal data stacks are generated for each of the six reflectance and thermal bands, as well as for the six spectral indices using all available satellite data. Subsequently, for each pixel individually, all clear observations within the stack were selected, ordered, and the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles were calculated and stored as new synthesized input features for the classification process. From the 10th and 90th percentiles and the 25th and 75th percentiles the differences were calculated, respectively, to have additional features robustly describing the intra-annual range between lowest and highest values within the temporal stack. The usage of such spectral-temporal metrics not only solves the problem of data gabs related to clouds, but also allows exploiting specific temporal patterns in the data that can be attributed, for example, to seasonal vegetation dynamics or different land use types. All processing steps described above were done in a fully automated manner using the TimeTools framework [10] .
Classification
Land cover information was derived based on training data collected from the above-mentioned data sets. All classification tests were based on a random forest classifier under standard parameterization of 500 trees, which is the standard classifier implemented in the TimeTools framework [10] . The accuracy of derived results were evaluated under different classification scenarios, sampling strategies and training data distributions, different geodata sets and their various combinations, as well as different feature combinations for three different study areas. Thereby an efficient pathway was followed throughout the large variety of tests, by considering only the most promising configuration within one step as basis for the subsequent step.
As can be seen from Figure 3 , a first assessment was examined to identify the prioritized method of collecting training samples combined with varying buffer sizes (Section 3.3.1). Based on the best performing sampling approach, the individual LU/LC data sets and their combination were evaluated as a training data base in automated classification procedures (Section 3.3.2), followed by the testing of additional input features (Section 3.3.3). Furthermore, a final classification test was performed through modification of the classification scheme in the course of a comparative analysis with two similar existing data sets for Europe (Section 3.5), based on zonal statistics on administrative boundaries as well as a verification of these two data sets with the reference data set created in the present study. were evaluated as a training data base in automated classification procedures (Section 3.3.2), followed by the testing of additional input features (Section 3.3.3). Furthermore, a final classification test was performed through modification of the classification scheme in the course of a comparative analysis with two similar existing data sets for Europe (Section 3.5), based on zonal statistics on administrative boundaries as well as a verification of these two data sets with the reference data set created in the present study. 
Sampling of Training Data
The first step in this analysis was to evaluate different ways of collecting training data. Three different methods of training point sampling from the existing land cover data sets were combined with two different buffer sizes applied to the underlying LULC data sets to avoid mixed pixels. The centroid method selects the representative geometric center of each LULC polygon as sample point. For irregular shaped polygons, it was ensured that the sample point always lies within the respective polygon. The grid method selects sample points according to a regular grid over the entire study area, regardless of prevailing land cover patterns. Following the guidelines for the LUCAS data set, a grid with the cell size of 2 km × 2 km was generated with a sample point placed in the center of each cell. The third method is a combination of the two aforementioned methods: In addition to the sampling points of the grid method, samples were added for polygons that do not contain a sampling point by applying the centroid method. The three different sampling schemes were applied to two rather contrasting data sets in terms of total polygon numbers and polygon sizes, i.e., the OSM and CLC data set. In addition, before sampling, for each polygon in the datasets two different buffer sizes were applied, i.e., 50 and 100 m beginning from the border of each polygon 
The first step in this analysis was to evaluate different ways of collecting training data. Three different methods of training point sampling from the existing land cover data sets were combined with two different buffer sizes applied to the underlying LULC data sets to avoid mixed pixels. The centroid method selects the representative geometric center of each LULC polygon as sample point. For irregular shaped polygons, it was ensured that the sample point always lies within the respective polygon. The grid method selects sample points according to a regular grid over the entire study area, regardless of prevailing land cover patterns. Following the guidelines for the LUCAS data set, a grid with the cell size of 2 km × 2 km was generated with a sample point placed in the center of each cell. The third method is a combination of the two aforementioned methods: In addition to the sampling points of the grid method, samples were added for polygons that do not contain a sampling point by applying the centroid method. The three different sampling schemes were applied to two rather contrasting data sets in terms of total polygon numbers and polygon sizes, i.e., the OSM and CLC data set. In addition, before sampling, for each polygon in the datasets two different buffer sizes were applied, i.e., 50 and 100 m beginning from the border of each polygon to the in side of the feature. Applying such a negative buffer erodes the polygons, which results in the minimization of edge effects, where mixed pixels are likely to occur and which may have negative effects on classification accuracy [45] . In total, 12 classifications (three sampling methods, two buffer sizes, two data sets) were performed for each study region on the basis of the temporal metrics (percentiles and differences of the percentiles) as input features.
Data Sets for Training Data Generation and Their Combination
The best sampling method from Section 3.3.1 was then applied to the remaining datasets, i.e., N2K, RPZ, UA, and LUCAS. Furthermore, the combination of all datasets and a combination of all datasets with wall-to-wall coverage (i.e., LUCAS, CLC, and OSM) was examined. By examining the different training data sets it was evident, however, that the distribution of samples among the specific classes in each dataset was considerably imbalanced, which can lead to heavy over or under estimations of certain classes [46, 47] . Therefore, two more training data sets were generated using the CLC data set to observe the effect of imbalanced sample distributions. For the "median sample data set" (CLC-M) the number of samples for each class was reduced through randomly deleting samples until the median over all classes was reached. In this way, majority classes were down sampled [48] . However, since there are still classes that include fewer samples than the median, this method did not lead to a strict equal distribution. For the second training data set, the so called "combined median sample data set" (CLC-MC), additional samples for classes with fewer samples than the median over all classes were added by randomly selecting training points from the remaining data sets until the median number was reached. This led to a dataset with an equal number of training data for each class within each study region.
Inclusion of Additional Input Features
Finally, the best performing training data set from Section 3.3.2 was modified to include additional input features. For each study region, three training data sets were generated that supplemented the spectral-temporal metrics by a) topographic input features (elevation, slope, and aspect calculated from SRTM DEM), b) texture metrics based on the percentile features of the NDVI, and c) both topographic and texture features. The GLCM texture metrics were calculated according to Lu and Batistella [49] and comprised contrast, correlation, dissimilarity, entropy, mean, angular second moment, and variance in a 3 × 3 pixel neighborhood.
Accuracy Assessment
Validation of classification results were primarily done on the basis of a subset of LUCAS data which was left out from the LUCAS training process. The collection of the test data was carried out according to the following protocol of a random stratification procedure, which was already applied in Mack et al. [10] . First, we randomly shuffled the LUCAS points of each class. Second, according to the random order, we sequentially checked the points until 100 points valid for the testing purpose were identified. A point was considered valid if it was located in the centre pixel of a homogeneous 3 × 3 pixel neighborhood. A point was adjusted and also considered valid if it could be moved into a homogeneous neighborhood. However, a point was not moved out of its original class patch or further away than 300 m. We used Google Earth imagery for controlling the test samples. For classes, where 100 test points could not be reached, the lacking test data were randomly collected from the remaining five training data sets (CLC, N2K, RPZ, UA, and OSM) by applying the same verification process as before. For each class and study area, 100 test samples were collected according to this procedure, resulting in a total of 1200 samples collected for each study area, which sums up to 3600 data points altogether. A confusion matrix was calculated and the standard measures of classification accuracy, i.e., overall accuracy, producer's (PAc) and user's accuracies (UAc), and kappa coefficient, were derived from the matrix. Furthermore, the f1-score [50] as the harmonic mean of UAc and PAc was calculated. The range of the f1-score varies between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating the most accurate results [51] .
Comparison with Similar pan-European Open Land Cover Products
In addition to an absolute accuracy assessment, intuition was gained on the performance of our fully automated approach relative to existing manually edited products. Therefore, the classification output of the best performing combination from Chapter 3.3 was compared to two of the most commonly used, openly available land cover data sets for Europe with comparable spatial resolution, i.e., GL30 and the Copernicus HRLs. Therefore, two additional classifications were generated that matched the classes of these data sets.
For GL30 only eight classes were considered, although the data set includes initially ten classes. Two classes, namely Tundra and Permanent snow and ice, were excluded, since none of these classes were considered in the classification scheme of this study. Furthermore, in our training data the subcategories Forest broadleaved, Forest coniferous, and Forest mixed, as well as the two subcategories Cropland annual and Cropland permanent within the classification scheme of this study were merged to Forest and Cropland, respectively, to fit the scheme of GL30. Furthermore, with respect to the HRLs, a classification was performed with a modified classification scheme, where the subcategory Forest mixed was discarded from the training data to fit the classification scheme of the respective forest HRL. Accuracy of the GL30 and HRLs products were verified based on the data set and procedure described in Section 3.4. In addition, a quantitative comparison of relative land cover proportions was performed at administrative units [52] for each focus region.
Results
Sampling of Training Data
As can be seen from Table 1 , the use of a 100 m buffer instead of a 50 m buffer leads to a significant reduction in samples for the training procedure. Averaged over the study regions, for CLC the reduction is about 13% and 16% in the case of the centroid method and the grid method, respectively. An even greater reduction in samples can be noticed for the OSM data set, due to its commonly smaller polygon sizes compared to CLC. The effects of the buffer account for a reduction of around 35% and 70% in the case of the grid method and centroid method, respectively. In general, the differences in f1-score among the different scenarios are neglectable, but in the majority of cases the 50 m buffer results in a better performance, and the same general pattern is evident over all study regions. Only for the OSM data set are the differences higher, ranging between 1% and 8%. When looking at the class specific performance, the effects of the larger buffer size become more evident. Particularly rare classes or classes with small patch sizes such as artificial and bare, lose a considerable number of training samples, which results in a significant reduction in accuracy of up to 7% for Germany, 13% for Portugal, or even 36% for Italy. The respective sampling method applied also has significant effects on the total number of training instances and the sample distribution among the classes within each training data set. The centroid method results in more training samples than the 2 km grid method. The surplus is dependent on the landscape structure and samples can differ widely. With the largest average patch size of 3.75 km 2 for CLC, the landscape is less fragmented in Germany, resulting in about equal amounts of samples for the grid and centroid method. The effect of the sampling method on total sample size is largest for the OSM dataset. The total number of samples resulting from the grid method makes up only about 2% of the sample size produced with the centroid method. In view of this, the difference in sample size between the combined grid-centroid training data and the centroid training data turned out to be relatively small, particularly for OSM.
With respect to the among-class homogeneity, a more homogeneous distribution can be observed for the centroid method compared to the grid method, as the former includes more samples for classes with small polygon sizes or for classes with typically fragmented distributions. As a result, rare classes or classes with small patch sizes are overrepresented, while the grid method provides a representative distribution of training samples. With respect to accuracy levels, the centroid method shows the highest f1-scores in nearly all cases. For CLC, the centroid method results in an increase in OA of 17% for the 50 m buffer and 20% for the 100 m buffer compared to the grid method. For OSM, the increase in OA amounts to 25% (50 m buffer) and 19% (100 m buffer), respectively, when applying the centroid method compared to the grid method. Despite the higher numbers of samples for classes with larger polygons in CLC, the f1-score for these classes are still lower compared to those of the centroid method, whereas classes with smaller polygons show higher f1-scores for the centroid method. The combined method results in no distinct improvement compared to the centroid method alone. On average, the difference in f1-score for the 50 m buffer varies only by 0.03 for Germany, by 0.04 for Italy, and 0.01 for Portugal, thereby showing no clear trend towards better performance for one single method.
Data Sets for Training Data Generation and Their Combination
The centroid sampling method applied with a 50 m buffer to each polygon, results in highly differing total numbers of training samples for each LU/LC data set. For Germany, for instance, training samples range from more than 330,000 for the UA data set to about 2100 samples for the N2K data set. This disparity depends on the total number of polygons and the spatial coverage of each data set. N2K and LUCAS generally show the lowest number of samples while UA, OSM, and RPZ have for all study areas the largest number of samples.
Furthermore, the distribution of samples per class is rather heterogeneous. Certain land cover types are prominently represented in the data sets, while others are scarce and hold a very limited number of samples. Grassland and cropland annual are the most dominant classes within the training data set for Germany, while for Portugal, shrubland/herbs causes an imbalance due to its large coverage. In Italy, shrubland/herbs, grassland, and forest broadleaved are the best represented classes in the training data set. For Germany, CLC is the data set with the most homogeneous distribution. For Portugal, the RPZ data set shows the most even distribution among all data sets. For Italy, CLC is the most balanced data set. The modified CLC data set CLC-M shows a far more homogeneous distribution with maximum samples of 2222 for Germany, 3429 for Portugal and 2827 for Italy. These numbers represent the specific median over all classes in the study regions.
With respect to the achieved accuracy levels (Table 2) , the CLC and RPZ data sets perform with averaged OA of 61% and 57% best, while OSM and LUCAS performed worst only achieving OAs of around 48% averaged over all study regions. In general, data sets with a more homogeneous spatial distribution and more balanced sample distribution among the classes performed better in the classification. Furthermore, Italy, showing the most balanced distribution of samples among the classes, achieved the best results in all data sets, except for OSM. With respect to the sample imbalance in the training data, specific patterns of confusion in the results can be observed. For Germany, grassland is the most frequent class and; therefore, high errors of commission emerge on costs of shrubland/herbs, cropland permanent, and wetland, which are scarcely represented in the sample distribution. Cropland permanent is not even classified at all in four out of six data sets, due to its high confusion with cropland annual and grassland and therefore, high errors of omission occur. Artificial also ranks among the more prominent classes in most of the data sets, which causes errors of omission especially for bare. Portugal shows similar patterns with high error of commission for the dominant shrubland/herbs class on costs of wetland, bare, cropland permanent, and partially the forest classes, which belong to the less dominant classes. In Italy, the more balanced distribution is accompanied by less confusion among classes, resulting in higher accuracy levels. However, grassland is confused especially with shrubland/herbs and wetland, which causes error of omission for the underrepresented classes. Forest broadleaved also counts to the more frequent classes, which is expressed by high errors of commission on the expense of shrubland/herbs.
The combination of the different LU/LC data sets (CLC-ext, ALL) had no positive effects on accuracy levels when compared to the best performing individual data set (CLC) for the study areas of Germany and Italy. However, the case is different for Portugal. Here the different combinations performed better than the individual data sets, although the improvements were, at about 1-3%, not large. Remarkable improvements, however, were evident for the modified CLC data sets, i.e., CLC-M and CLC-MC. With respect to accuracy levels, a significant improvement in OA of 5% for Portugal and even 10% for Germany can be observed when cutting down the samples to the median (CLC-M). No appreciable change in accuracy levels can be recognized for Italy, which already showed a rather homogeneous sample distribution among the classes. The reduction of samples for the dominant classes resulted in a particularly large performance increase for the rare classes. This was clearly evident for Germany for the classes cropland permanent, shrubland/herbs, or bare, and for Portugal for the classes artificial and grassland. Adding further samples in the training data for rare classes, as done for the combined median sample data set (CLC-MC), even further improved the results compared to the median sample data set. With an increase of 0.42, the largest class specific improvement can be seen for cropland permanent after adding additional samples. Less grassland is mistakenly labeled as cropland permanent, which also yields in a better f1-score for grassland.
Inclusion of Additional Input Features
The use of additional features in the classification process led to further improvements, although these were relatively minor ( Table 3) . By adding only additional topography or texture metrics, the increase accounts for around 2% and 1%, respectively, averaged over all study regions. The best result was obtained by using all input features, which had the highest impact for Italy with an improvement of about 4% in OA. When looking at the individual classes, no outstanding pattern or relationship with respect to accuracy improvement could be observed. The final map product of the classification performing best, i.e., the CLC combined median sample data set with a 50 m buffer applied based on the centroid method for sampling collection together with all 119 available input parameters, can be seen in Figure 4 for the three study regions. The general similarities to the initial CLC data set (c) are clearly evident. However, the map product of this study (a) is characterized by a higher resolution; therefore, more details become visible. Table 4 gives the overall accuracies for the classification based on the CLC modified median sample data set with an adapted classification scheme to fit to the GL30 and HRL products. Due to the reduced number of classes, the derived product achieves an averaged OA of about 75% over all study areas, while the GL30 product has about a 14% lower OA over all study areas. Particularly for the classes bare, grassland, and shrubland/herbs, a considerably lower f1-score of 42% can be observed for GL30, averaged over these classes and study areas. The comparison with the HRLs led to no clear trend with respect to superiority of one product over all study areas. For Germany and Italy, slightly higher results could be achieved by the product of this study, while for Italy, the HRL layers performed better. Figure 5 shows the differences in relative land cover proportions between our product and the GL30 and the HRL products, respectively, calculated on district level for all three study regions. Due to the larger deviations in absolute accuracy levels for GL30 compared to the HRLs, differences in relative proportions are also higher for the GL30 product. However, the comparison still reveals that for most classes differences are rather low. Particularly for the classes artificial, bare, wetlands, and water, the majority of districts, i.e., on average 69%, 75%, 96%, and 97%, respectively, show deviations below 5%. In Italy and Portugal, the GL30 product shows high confusion of shrubland/herbs with the forest and cropland classes, resulting in around half and one third of all districts lying below 5% difference. Due to the strong overestimation of cropland and underestimation of grassland in the GL30 product, these classes are at the lower end, resulting in large differences over all study regions with an average of only 11% and 26% of districts below the 5% threshold. Differences between the HRL products and the automatically derived classification are much smaller compared to the GL30 product. For Germany, proportions of wetland, water, forest broadleaved, and forest coniferous vary below 5% for more than 90% of districts. For Portugal and Italy, the differences for the forest classes are more pronounced. Here, the HRLs show higher proportions of forest broadleaved and smaller proportions of forest coniferous. On average, two thirds of districts in Italy and Portugal are below the 5% threshold. The artificial class also shows relatively high concordance below 5% deviation for two thirds of units for Germany and Portugal. Only for Italy are the differences higher, resulting in only about one third of districts below 5% deviation.
Comparison with Open Land Cover Products
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Discussion
In this study, a specific challenge was the harmonization of the LU/LC classification schemes of the different data sets used. This has always been a challenging task, as different definitions and class labels are used among the data sets and usually no standardized translation keys exist. Matching classes is particular difficult in the case of OSM, as only uncertain descriptions are available in the OSM wiki, a comprehensive overview of classes is lacking. Furthermore, tags are Figure 5 . Share of administrative units for the three study regions with a specific difference in percentage points between the present classification and Globeland30 (GL30) and High Resolution Layers (HRLs) for the respective classes.
In this study, a specific challenge was the harmonization of the LU/LC classification schemes of the different data sets used. This has always been a challenging task, as different definitions and class labels are used among the data sets and usually no standardized translation keys exist. Matching classes is particular difficult in the case of OSM, as only uncertain descriptions are available in the OSM wiki, a comprehensive overview of classes is lacking. Furthermore, tags are user-defined often made by 'nonspecialists' without knowledge of common standards and thus are strongly heterogeneous. [35, [53] [54] [55] [56] . Similar sources of uncertainty may occur for a number of Copernicus data sets. A common approach in generating these data sets is manual digitization of satellite imagery, which is also a source of error in delineating the correct geometry and choosing the appropriate label, as interpretation mistakes can occur. Another element of uncertainty is not only the subjectivity of individual contributors, but also the differences of interpretation and classification on a country-scale. The data sets generated within the framework of the Copernicus project are predominantly compilations of single data sets from the respective countries. Despite the existence of standard methods and interpretation rules in technical guides, there is no guarantee of complete consistency among the products of the countries, which may negatively influence the accuracy [34, 57] .
Further emphasis was made in the analysis of different methods of training sample collection to investigate their influence on the overall map accuracy. Regarding the different sampling methods, the choice of the buffer width has a clear effect on the accuracy. Negative buffers to erode polygons were also applied in other studies [45, 58, 59] . The size of the buffer had a particular strong effect on the grid sampling, because in this approach samples are distributed systematically over the study area without regard to the landscape structure. Therefore, the possibility of a sample lying close to borders of polygons is higher than for centroid samples, which are placed in the center of the polygons for minimizing edge effects. In the case of the 100 m buffer, the assumed edge effects through mixed pixels are already minimized by the smaller buffer and thus, applying a larger buffer implicates no significant increases in f1-score of the specific classes. Instead, reducing the number of samples through application of the 100 m buffer, results in lower accuracies, which might be explained by the resulting underrepresentation of samples for smaller polygons in the training data.
However, applying buffers around polygons or selecting the center point of a polygon is not a guarantee for avoiding mixed pixels or even for preventing the assignment of erroneous land cover labels. For the CLC data set, smaller units than the minimum mapping unit of 25 ha are assigned to adjacent polygons of the dominant LU/LC class around the patch, which can result in heterogeneous polygons [60] . The same applies to the finer but still generalized polygons of the other data sets, such as OSM [61] . In view of this, further research has to focus on the development of indicators, for example based on texture metrics or segmentation approaches, to characterize homogeneity of class patches [10] . With respect to the LUCAS data set, the challenge related to scale differences between satellite sensor and geodata basis for sampling is of contrasting nature compared to CLC. The label of a LUCAS point represents the respective LU/LC within a radius of 1.5 m and within an extended radius of 20 m for heterogeneous classes, which is much smaller than a 30 m Landsat pixel [34] . In order to exclude samples that are more likely to be located in a heterogeneous and fragmented environment resulting in mixed training pixels, the exploitation of the abundant LUCAS metadata may be an option, such as applied in Mack et al. [10] , who filtered sample points according to patch homogeneous information extracted from the metadata.
The results clearly demonstrate that it is not the total number of samples alone that is important for achieving promising accuracy levels. Particularly, the distribution of samples among the classes is of central relevance, as also documented in previous studies [46, 47] . This was evident already in the sampling. Accuracy was highest for the centroid method in nearly all cases. The latter converged the number of samples between dominant and rare classes, whereas the grid method, resulting in a more representative sample distribution for the study area, performed significantly worse in every study region, each buffer scenario, and for both OSM and CLC. Furthermore, the blind combination of all data sets without considering the among-class homogeneity in the sample distribution did not lead to considerable improvements compared to using the individual data sets alone. Increasing the training instances of the less frequent classes by selectively combining samples from the individual data sets and down sampling samples for dominant classes led to both a better performance of less represented classes and higher accuracies of the prevalent LU/LC classes. The impact of imbalanced training data and respective effects of over and under sampling were also investigated in other studies [59, 62] . They found that the effects of resampling increased, the more distinctive the degree of class imbalance was, the more complex the landscape and the smaller the number of training samples. Other methods to consider include giving less frequent classes a higher weight, neglecting only noisy samples of the majority classes, or sampling more points for the minority class by replication [46] . SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique) for instance, is a technique that downsamples majority class samples and adds minority class samples by interpolating pairs of closest neighbors [63, 64] .
Conclusions
The results of this study provide new insights into the applicability of openly available pan-European geodata for automated LU/LC information retrieval. In total, 1527 Landsat-7 and Landsat-8 scenes ranging from December 2013 to November 2014, as well as SRTM elevation data were acquired for three coastal focus regions in Europe, to generate a total of 119 input features, which were evaluated in combination with six LU/LC data sets for training data generation. Furthermore, several scenarios were tested in order to obtain optimal results with respect to the various aspects in the LU/LC generation process. These aspects include spatial sampling strategies, class homogeneity of training data based on different data sets and their combination, as well as the effects of additional features, such as topography and texture metrics. With successive modifications of the training sample set, the final scenario for the same number of classes improved the result by 11%, on average, with the highest values obtained between 60% and 72%.
With these accuracy levels, the fully automated method, based on existing European LU/LC data sets as the training data base in combination with high-resolution and multitemporal Landsat satellite imagery, showed high potential for deriving dominant LU/LC information for large scales with minimum manual effort. The approach might not reach quality levels of tailor-made local maps generated through laborious manual classification approaches, but its advantage lies in the possibility of a simple and fast generation of LU/LC information for a given region in Europe; therefore, being a time-and cost-saving approach. In view of this, the results of this study could facilitate the development of a Copernicus service for on-demand LU/LC retrieval, complementing the official pan-European Land Services, particularly during their multiannual product cycles.
The study showed that factors such as total amount of samples, spatial coverage for training data, and the distribution of samples among the classes were crucial for achieving satisfactory accuracy levels. Data sets such as RPZ, UA, or N2K do not provide a wall-to-wall coverage and resulted in rather imbalanced training data distributions. Therefore, these data sets showed generally not the best classification performance. Additionally, the LUCAS data set generated through a systematic sampling scheme showed to have a strong inhomogeneity with respect to the among-class distribution. Furthermore, training data sets based on LUCAS resulted in the smallest number of samples compared with the other data sets, thus generally resulting in accuracy levels at the lower end. The CLC data set resulted in the highest accuracy levels in most cases. Linked to the good performance might be the wall-to-wall coverage of this data set and the least inhomogeneous distribution of samples throughout the various landscapes of the study areas.
The sole combination of entire training data sets, with the aim to improve spatial coverage or to increase the number of total samples, did not lead to significant improvements in classification accuracy. However, the selective combination of samples from different data sets for specific classes targeted to increase homogeneity within the overall training data set, in most cases resulted in significant improvements in the classification results. Accuracy levels not only improved for those classes of which the number of samples increased, but also for the dominant classes, which lost relative weight within the training data set.
The comparison of the fully automated map generated in this study, with available comparable LU/LC products, shows the great potential of the proposed method. Particularly in contrast with GL30, the better performance of a regionally automatically generated map compared with the use of a global map for local or regional scale purposes is unambiguous. This is not surprising, considering the much more complex classification requirements on a global scale. The performance of the proposed method compared to HRLs is also remarkable. The layers are developed in large-scale initiatives and under extensive manual working efforts to provide a more detailed view on actual LU/LC patterns complementary to CLC. The automated method introduced in this study achieves comparable high levels of accuracy for most of the HRLs.
